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Business BriefAMD introduces world’s most advanced gaming graphics cards
Las Vegas, Nov 4 (IANS)

Graphics chip giant AMD
has introduced new graph-
ics cards that are built on the
high-performance and en-
ergy-efficient RDNA 3 archi-
tecture for high-end gam-
ing experience.

The RX 7900 XTX and RX
7900 XT are the first graph-
ics cards powered by its new
architecture, RDNA 3.

AMD Radeon RX 7900
Series graphics cards deliver
up to 1.7 times higher 4K
gaming performance than
the previous flagship graph-
ics cards, the company an-
nounced at its flagship
event here late on Thursday.

AMD Radeon RX 7900

Series graphics cards are ex-
pected to be available from
December 13. The 7900 XTX
will cost $999, and the XT is
$100 cheaper at $899.

“These new graphics
cards are designed by
gamers for gamers. As we
were developing the new
cards, we not only incorpo-
rated feedback from our
customers, but we built in
the features and capabilities
we wanted to use,” said
Scott Herkelman, senior vice
president & general man-
ager, Graphics Business Unit
at AMD.

“We also realised that
we needed to do something
different to continue push-

ing the envelope of the
technology, and I’m proud
of what the team has ac-
complished with AMD
RDNA 3 and the Radeon RX

7900 Series graphics cards,”
Herkelman added.

The new graphics cards
are the world’s first gaming
graphics cards to feature an

advanced AMD chiplet de-
sign.

They deliver exceptional
performance and superb
energy efficiency to power
high-frame rate 4K and
higher resolution gaming in
the most demanding titles.

The AMD RDNA 3
architecture’s chiplet design
combines 5nm and 6nm
process nodes, each
optimised for specific jobs.

The breakthrough archi-
tecture delivers up to 54 per
cent more performance per
watt than AMD RDNA 2 ar-
chitecture, and features the
world’s fastest interconnect
linking the graphics and
memory system chiplets at

up to 5.3 TB/s2.
It also offers up to 96

new unified compute units,
second-generation AMD In-
finity Cache technology, and
up to 24 GB of high-speed
GDDR6 memory with up to
a 384-bit memory interface.

The new graphics cards
also support DisplayPort 2.1
displays capable of deliver-
ing ultra-high frame rates
and stunning visuals at up
to 4K 480Hz and 8K 165Hz
refresh rates, said the com-
pany. The world’s first gam-
ing GPU with a chiplet de-
sign delivers up to 15 per
cent higher frequencies at
up to 54 per cent better
power efficiency.

Starbucks co-founder visits B’luru’s
iconic restaurant, enjoys filter coffee

Bengaluru, Nov 4 (IANS)
Starbucks co-founder Zev
Siegl visited Bengaluru’s
iconic and heritage restau-
rant Vidyarthi Bhavan on the
sidelines of the Global Inves-
tors’ Meet and cherished the
taste of famous masala dosa
and filter coffee.

The photos of his visit
went viral on social media
and his gesture was appre-
ciated by one and all. The
Vidyarthi Bhavan on its so-
cial media shared informa-
tion about his visit and
stated, “We were happy and
proud to have Mr. Zev Seigl,
Co-founder of Starbucks at

Vidyarthi Bhavan today
(Thursday).

“He enjoyed our Masale
Dose and Coffee and ex-
pressed it in our Guest book
as well.”

In turn, Zev Seigl in his
note in the guest book of
the eatery mentioned, “It is
an honor to enjoy your fa-
mous food, coffee and warm
welcome. I will take this
wonderful experience with
me back to Seattle. Thank
you.” He had given three
stars for the restaurant.

Zev Seigl was seen tak-
ing a tour of the restaurant
and posed with staff mem-

bers of the hotel.
One of the users com-

mented on the post: “Guess
he has realized what real
coffee tastes like!!!”

Another user said,
“Amazing, Starbucks
founder having VB’s deli-
cious filter coffee after
masala dosa! Proud of you.”

A user wrote in his com-
ment, “Must be the first time
he’s had true coffee.”

Zev Seigl is in Bengaluru
as a participant in the Glo-
bal Investors Meet 2022 to
share his entrepreneurship
insights based upon his ac-
cumulated experience.

Ride-hailing firm Lyft to sack
683 employees to cut costs
San Francisco, Nov 4

(IANS) Ride-hailing plat-
form Lyft is laying off 13
per cent of its workforce,
or 683 employees, as it
aims to cut operating
expenses amid global
macroeconomic condi-
tions. According to a fil-
ing with the US Securities
and Exchange Commis-
sion (SEC), Lyft said the
cuts are a proactive step
to ensure it “is set up to
accelerate execution and
deliver strong business
results in Q4 of 2022 and
in 2023”. “The plan in-

volves the termination of ap-
proximately 683 employees,
representing 13 per cent of
the company’s employees. In
connection with the plan of
termination, the company
estimates that it will incur ap-
proximately $27 million to
$32 million of restructuring
and related charges related
to employee severance and
benefits costs,” Lyft wrote in
the SEC filing. “As part of the
restructuring charges for this
plan of termination, in the
fourth quarter of 2022 and
first quarter of 2023 the com-
pany expects to record a

stock-based compensa-
tion charge and corre-
sponding payroll tax ex-
pense related to equity
compensation for em-
ployees who were termi-
nated,” it added. In Sep-
tember, Lyft announced
to freeze all hirings amid
the economic instability
and recession fears. The
freeze affects all Lyft de-
partments in the US and
will last into next year, re-
ported TechCrunch, as
the world goes through
tumultuous economic
times.

Bank of England warns of longest recession in 100 yrs
London, Nov 4 (IANS)

The Bank of England has
warned the UK risked being
plunged into the longest
recession in 100 years after
it pushed up the cost of bor-
rowing to 3 per cent in the
biggest single interest rate
rise since 1989.

A 0.75 per cent increase,
the latest in a series of eight
interest rate rises since last
year, would not be enough
to guarantee victory in the
war against double-digit in-
flation, the Bank said, as it

cautioned further action
would be needed.

The UK economy faces a
“very challenging outlook”,
with a recession that began
this summer now expected
to last until the middle of
2024, the Guardian re-
ported.

With the possibility of a
general election being held
in 2024, the Conservatives
face campaigning to remain
in government at the tail
end of a prolonged slump,
during which the Bank said

it expected unemployment
to rise from 3.5 per cent to
6.5 per cent.

However, there was
some relief for mortgage
holders as the central bank
downplayed City expecta-
tions of a steep rise in the
cost of borrowing to above
5 per cent, arguing that the
prospect of a two-year re-
cession meant it was likely
to take a much less aggres-
sive stance. Andrew Bailey,
the Bank’s Governor, said:
“We can’t make promises

about future interest rates,
but based on where we
stand today, we think the
bank rate will have to go up
by less than currently priced
in financial markets.” The
last time UK rates rose by
more than 0.5 per cent was
in 1989, reports the Guard-
ian.  John Major’s govern-
ment was forced into a 2 per
cent rise during the ex-
change rate mechanism cri-
sis in 1992, though for less
than 24 hours before it was
scrapped.

Apple leads India premium
smartphone segment with 40% share

New Delhi, Nov 4 (IANS)
Apple led the premium seg-
ment in India with 40 per
cent share, followed by
Samsung and OnePlus, with
registering highest ever
shipment share in the coun-
try in the September quar-
ter.

Apple reached its high-
est ever share of 5 per cent
in India’s smartphone mar-
ket during the quarter
driven by a strong channel
push ahead of the festive
season.

For the first time ever, an
iPhone (iPhone 13) topped
the overall India
smartphone quarterly ship-
ment rankings, according to
Counterpoint Research.

“In terms of price bands,
the premium segment (Rs

30,000 and above) reached

its highest ever share of 12
per cent during this quar-
ter,” said research analyst
Shilpi Jain. “The iPhone 13
became the top

smartphone model in Q3
2022, a first for Apple in In-
dia,” she noted. According to
data from business intelli-
gence platform Tofler, Apple
India logged a net profit of
Rs 1,263 crore, a growth of 3
per cent (year-on-year) in
the fiscal year, as sales were
up a massive 45 per cent.

In India, not just high-
end new-generation Apple
phones are flying off the
shelves, older generation
models like iPhone XR, 11,
12 and 13 are now popular
among those who cannot
afford the new handsets,
thanks to attractive offers
and schemes.

iPhone maker Foxconn, Saudi
Arabia enter EV market

Riyadh, Nov 4 (IANS)
iPhone maker Foxconn and
Saudi Arabia’s sovereign
wealth fund have formed a
joint venture called ‘Ceer’ to
build and sell electric ve-
hicles.

The joint venture will li-
cense component technol-
ogy from BMW to use in the
vehicle development pro-
cess.

Foxconn said in a state-
ment that it will develop the
electrical architecture of the
vehicles which will lead to “a
portfolio of products” in the
areas of infotainment, con-

nectivity and autonomous
driving technologies.

By 2034, the new com-
pany expects to directly
contribute $8 billion to
Saudi Arabia’s GDP, and to
bring over $150 million of
foreign direct investment.

It will create up to 30,000
direct and indirect jobs.

“Saudi Arabia is not just
building a new automotive
brand, we are igniting a new
industry and an ecosystem
that attracts international
and local investments, cre-
ates job opportunities for
local talent, enables the pri-

vate sector, and contributes
to increasing Saudi Arabia’s
GDP over the next decade,”
said Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman.

Additionally, the ven-
ture will support the
country’s Vision 2030 ini-
tiatives to reduce carbon
emissions and promote
sustainability in order to
lessen the impact of cli-
mate change. The Ceer cars
are expected to be re-
leased in 2025. Young Liu,
Chairman of Foxconn Tech-
nology Group, said that
they want to make electric
vehicles mainstream, “and
that is what Ceer is going
to achieve in Saudi Arabia
and the wider region”.

Unemployment rate surges to
7.77% in October: CMIE data

New Delhi, Nov 4 (IANS) Unemployment rate in
the country in October rose to 7.77 per cent com-
pared to 6.43 per cent in September, according to
data released by Centre for Monitoring Indian
Economy (CMIE). Six out of the 25 states showed an
unemployment rate in double figures.

These included Haryana at 31.8 per cent,
Rajasthan 30.7 per cent, Jammu and Kashmir at 22.4
per cent, Jharkhand at 16.5 per cent, Bihar at 14.5
per cent and Tripura at 10.5 per cent.

Madhya Pradesh recorded the lowest unem-
ployment rate at 0.9 per cent, followed by
Chhattisgrah at 0.9 per cent, Odisha at 1.1 per cent
and Gujrat at 1.7 per cent. The CMIE data further
revealed that the rural unemployment rate rose to
8.04 per cent in October from 5.84 per cent in Sep-
tember.

At the same time, the urban unemployment rate
slid to 7.21 per cent in October compared to 7.7 per
cent in September.
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CHANGE OF NAME
I have changed my old name

from
CHAVDA JIGNESHKUMAR

KANUBHAI to CHAVDA
JAYRAJSINH KANUBHAI

Add. C-603, Safal Parisar-1,
Nr. Sibi Center Gala

Gymkhana Road, South
Bopal, Ahmedabad-380058

C073

CHANGE OF NAME
I have changed my old name

from
PATEL NARESHKUMAR

LALABHAI to PATEL
NARESHKUMAR LALBHAI
Add. 7/A, Maruti Bunglows,

Highway Road, At.Kalol,
 Ta. Kalol,

Dist. Gandhinagar-382721
B080

CHANGE OF NAME
I have changed my old name

from
USHABEN

YASHVANTKUMAR PATEL
to USHABEN

YASHVANTBHAI PATEL
Add. Near High School Poglu

Sabarkantha-383205
P201

CHANGE OF NAME
I have changed my old name

from
CHRISTIAN NELSON

JHONSONBHAI to
CHRISTIAN NELSON

JHONSON
Add. 8/172, Old Muni

Quarters, Maninagar East
Ahmedabad-380008

3403

CHANGE OF NAME
I have changed my old name

from
PATEL SUHASKUMAR
ISHVARBHAI  to PATEL

SUHASKUMAR
ISHWARBHAI

Add. 28, Panchamrot-2,
Nr. Sola Over Bridge Science
City Road, Sola Ahmedabad-

380060
3402

CHANGE OF NAME
I have changed my old name

from
PATEL RAIBEN

ISHVARBHAI  to PATEL
RAIBEN ISHWARBHAI

Add. 9, Pushpavati Society,
Nr. Mit Radhanpur Road,

Mahesana-384002
3402B

CHANGE OF NAME
I have changed my old name

from
JASVEERSINGH

GURMAILSINGH LUHAR to
JASVEERSINGH

GURMELSINGH DHALIWAL
Add. 348, Ramwadi Tekra Nr.

Rajdhani Bunglow, Isanpur
Ahmedabad-382443

C001

CHANGE OF NAME
I have changed my old name

from
MUKESH DWARKADAS

ADWANI to MUKESHBHAI
DWARKADAS ADVANI

Add. 305, Shrinand City-9
New Maninagar Ahmedabad

3400

CHANGE OF NAME
I have changed my old name

from
KAMLESHBEN BABLU

MANIHAR to ZAINAB NIZAM
SIDDIQUE

Add. 706/1 Al-Faizal Park
Opp. Alfa Duplex, Vejalpur,

Ahmedabad
3401

CHANGE OF NAME
I have changed my old name

from
VISHNUKUMAR

JAGATSINH RATHOD to
VISHNUSINH JAGATSINH

RATHOD
Add. Mahadevpura (Kevan),
Po. Sadha Ta. Himatnagar,
Dist. S.K. Gujarat-383030

R012

Musk’s job cut hits Twitter India,
unaffected employees living in
constant fear

New Delhi, Nov 4 (IANS) For most of the nearly
200-strong Twitter India employees, the Friday
morning came with total chaos when they lost ac-
cess to their official emails and internal Slack and
group chats, as they were unfortunate to be part of
the global sacking in the most brutal Elon Musk way.

Some of the employees who lost their jobs at
Twitter India and did not wish to be named told
IANS that when they logged in to their systems from
home (Twitter is still in the work-from-home mode)
on Friday, they were denied access.

“Now we are waiting for the email with the sub-
ject line ‘if your employment is impacted, you will
receive a notification with next steps via your per-
sonal email’, as mentioned by the company. We are
clueless on our severance pay, etc.,” they lamented.

In Twitter’s Slack and group chat groups, em-
ployees earlier complained about the lack of inter-
nal communication from their senior executives,
after Musk took over as the new CEO last week.

Reliance Capital COC divided on
Challenge Mechanism

Mumbai, Nov 4 (IANS) The Committee of Credi-
tors (COC) of Reliance Capital, which met on Friday
to decide on the Challenge Mechanism process,
remained divided and undecided on the modali-
ties of the proposed process to be adopted in the
bidding process.

The COC failed to arrive at a decision on how
the Challenge Mechanism process shall work. In-
stead, the Committee recommended the Black Box
approach, which means that the modalities of the
Challenge Mechanism process will be decided by
the COC, and not communicated to the bidders
right now. It will be communicated to them at a later
date.  This also means that the bidders will have to
submit their Resolution Plan with complete uncer-
tainty on how this process will work and impact the
bidding process, after the submission of their bind-
ing bids.

Centre notifies scheme for funding
PPP projects’ development

New Delhi, Nov 4 (IANS) The Finance Ministry has notified
India Infrastructure Project Development Fund Scheme (IIPDF
Scheme) for the financial support of project development
expenses of public private partnership (PPP) projects. It was
notified on Thursday. As a central sector scheme, the IIPDF
Scheme will aid the development of quality PPP projects by
providing necessary funding support to the project sponsor-
ing authorities, both in the central and state governments. This
is for creating a shelf of bankable viable PPP projects for achiev-
ing the vision of modern infrastructure for the country, an of-
ficial statement said. Funding under IIPDF Scheme is in addi-
tion to the already operational scheme for financial support
to PPPs in infrastructure (Viability Gap Funding scheme) noti-
fied on December 7, 2020, through which infrastructure
projects undertaken through PPP mode that are economically
justified but commercially unviable are supported.
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